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THE TRANSCRIPT 

 

Episode 2 The Creator and Being Created  

 

2.1 What’s important about the creation story in a modern scientific context?  

 

Gillian Moses: The creation stories for me (because there’s more than one, there are many creation stories), 

but particularly the ones in Genesis that we’re so familiar with, they are important to me because they talk 

about a God who creates out of love, a God who wants to be in relationship with God’s creation. And 

that’s what brings us into being, that’s what brings everything into being. God is in relationship, God is   

relation. So how wonderful to think that we are called into being so that someone can love us.                       

I think that’s fantastic.  

 

 Jazz Dow: There is so much in creation stories that is important to me. Recently I’ve been reflecting on what 

the story means for how we live our lives and how we relate to earth. There’s a beautiful article by Walter 

Bruggeman that speaks about the myth of scarcity and the liturgy of abundance, and the creation narrative 

as a liturgy of abundance and generosity…representing the generosity of God and the abundance of God 

and the goodness of God and the goodness of creation. There’s this constant liturgy of “it is good, it is 

good, it is good, it is good, it is very good”.  

Then we go through the narrative of Genesis and it’s not until later in Genesis that we start seeing the entry 

of that myth of scarcity, or that anxiety about not having enough, needing to acquire more and more and 

more power, whereas the truth of the creation narrative is that God is good, that creation is good and that 

there’s an abundance of generosity to be shared…there is enough and there is always enough.   

What is important for me in the 21st Century here in Milton is that I buy into that myth of scarcity as an    

individual, and the creation narrative always calls me out of that and says “Hey, remember there’s enough” 

so I don’t need to buy into consumerism (even though I do), and I don’t need to acquire more, and be more 

and have more in order to prove my worth and my goodness, it’s just inherently there.   
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Gillian Moses: The other thing I like about the creation stories particularly the first one in Genesis is that it’s a 

constant movement into greater and greater diversity. So every day we start with light and darkness, then we 

move into the lights in the heavens, then we move into dry land and water, and then there are creatures in the 

seas, then there are creatures in the air, and then there are plants, and then there are more creatures and then 

humans come into this as well. So, it’s a constant movement into greater richness, greater diversity, greater 

contrast. So that tells me that the way things are is exactly the way they are meant to be, and it is all good.  

 

Jazz Dow: I’ve had the privilege to sit with some Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students at Wontulp-Bi-

Buya College (Cairns) and one of the things that has really inspired my faith is the common truth in creation 

narratives. So obviously the creation narrative is a creation narrative, and there are 2 in the Bible and there 

are many creation narratives in the world. In indigenous cultures we hear those that have been passed on 

through generation to generation. And so as I’ve listened to some of the creation narratives from these     

Christian Torres Strait Islander people and these Christian Aboriginal people I notice the commonality of the 

creator and the created, the truths that flow out of that and the truths of our own creation narrative, because 

truths are far more important to me than facts. The truth in the creation narrative is that God is good, God is 

abundant, and that God’s love is abundant, that the earth is abundant, and that there is enough.  

 

Bruce Boase: We haven’t always had a modern scientific context. We are very blessed in that we do have 

the sciences to explain to us about the beginnings of things and the endings of things but in ancient cultures, 

(and I speak from an Aboriginal point of view) science wasn’t around. There’s the explanation/story of how 

creation happened and how we as human beings fitted into creation. And it helped us get along and helped 

us work out what we could and could not do, eat and grow and helped us to live with this story. And as with 

all good stories, it was always good for the telling around campfires late at night or at other ancient places, 

gathered around the foot of a mentor. A story that helps us from our Biblical creation point of view, it’s a story 

that I feel still continues.  It’s a story that goes along with what the sciences says. God’s seven days is still    

going on. The resting that God does, we still commemorate on a Sunday.  

With God, there’s always the next day when creation just keeps going and growing and the earth keeps 

forming. I’ve been on the island of Kilauea in Hawaii. The volcano doesn’t just erupt, it kind of oozes out into 

the sea and over time it hardens. So new land is being created all the time. Sadly, what human beings are 

doing is mucking around with it, with creation, and creating another story which is not so good. My friends 

from the Torres Strait will tell you – their islands are disappearing under the sea because the big islands of ice 

from the Antarctic are melting faster than they’ve ever done before. So, creation helps this story to show that it 

isn’t good to muck around with this. Science will also tell you the same sort of story, I think.  
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Penelope Jones: I think the most important thing about the creation stories is to recognise that is what they are 

– they are stories – they are not a science textbook. And we recognise that there is more than one creation 

story, obviously we have Genesis 1, we have Genesis 2, there’s an account of creation in Job, there is Psalm 

8. There are multiple creation accounts in our scriptures and that gives us a whole wealth of material with 

which to work. I think it’s really important to recognise that the Genesis 2 story is the older story, and if you 

think about it it’s because those who compiled Genesis did what most writers do – they write the prologue last 

and they put it on the front to explain everything that’s going to come afterwards.   

And there isn’t really a way to make Genesis 1 and Genesis 2 agree with each other because they come 

from very different places. Genesis 2 is an oral story. The kind of story you’d tell around a campfire and that’s 

why when you read it - it reads so much like one of our Aboriginal creation stories…coming out of, in many 

ways, a similar kind of place, particularly a desert spirituality. So, you have this forming from the dust of the 

ground. And then you have Genesis 1 – that’s a story that’s really a liturgical story. It’s the kind of story that 

would have been recited in the temple, almost with a refrain… “and God saw that it was very good” and so 

it’s there as a great liturgical poem. What both of those stories do is they tell us that creation matters, is       

personal and is about relationship.  And so, it’s not about factuality – let’s go to science for that – and that’s 

going to emerge and emerge. We’ve got evolution at the moment – that’s a great paradigm – in 300 years 

there’ll be something else. But what will persist in 300 years’ time is that human understanding that something 

greater than the human is here and that we’re part of it and that we have potential for relationship with it. 

That’s what makes the creation story still really exciting in an era where science is becoming more and more 

exciting. These two things are not separate things, they are things that can be held together with joy and    

with delight.  

 

 

2.2 What is our stewardship of creation supposed to look like?  

 

Jazz Dow: Stewardship is such a hard word isn’t it, it’s been overlaid with money, money, money.           

Stewardship of creation, obviously for me it’s about care and it’s about sharing resources,  

 

 Gillian Moses: We are called to be stewards of creation. If you think about stewardship in any other sense, 

it’s kind of standing in for the person who is really in charge. So, somebody’s steward was the person who 

looked after the business in their absence. So, if we are stewards on God’s behalf, then it’s actually our role, 

not to be God, but to act on God’s behalf in creation. So that calls us to love creation and to work for its   

flourishing and to work towards its completion.  
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So that’s kind of a different sense of our responsibility towards the rest of the world, or toward nature than any 

sense of having dominion over it or owning it. Having it there for our consumption or disposal…which tends to 

be the way we like to interpret it, but I don’t think that has anything to do with Judeo-Christianity. It’s just     

human nature…that if we can control something we will. If we can own it, we will. If we can use it all up, well, 

why won’t we?  

 

Penelope Jones: Well our stewardship of creation is fundamentally about respect. I think its most unfortunate 

that certain translations of parts of Genesis talk about dominion and it has been understood as though it is 

domination. We are not to dominate creation, we are not to exploit creation, how can we do that? We are 

part of creation!  And whether you read Genesis 1 or you read Genesis 2, human beings are seen as           

co-workers and collaborators with God in the care of the whole creation, so we have tended as human     

beings to exploit the rest of creation, take from it what we need and not give back. And I think one of the 

great things of modern times is that we are beginning to understand perhaps once again that that is not how 

God wants it to be. God expects that we collaborate with Godself in caring for all that is in nature maintaining 

the extraordinarily complex web and fabric of creation and seeking to give value to every part of creation. 

So, what does that mean in practice? I think it has to mean all sorts of practical things. When I discovered 

those little plastic rings that you get on the top of milk bottles and things like that can get themselves around 

the head of a little animal and strangle them I make sure that I jolly well get my scissors out and cut every one 

of them before I throw them away and that it’s a much better idea to have a carton of milk or a glass bottle of 

milk than a plastic one. And it’s those little everyday decisions that make a difference and are part of our 

Christian commitment to how we care for creation. 

  

Jazz Dow: Stewardship is so much more than money, but I guess our emphasis on money gives us a glimpse 

into how we have bought into that narrative of scarcity and anxiety about having enough stuff to get by. 

When I think about my children this is a big question about what stewardship means and how we live on the 

earth lightly and how we ensure there is enough earth for our kids to flourish in their adulthood, and their   

children’s’ adulthood, so for me stewardship means loving the earth as my neighbour. That means thinking 

about my individual choices – all that stuff that we hear over and over – recycling, reusing, but it’s so much 

more than that. It’s about changing our relationship with the earth. The earth is not only something that gives 

us resources, it’s something to be in relationship with and has a lot to teach us as well.  

Indigenous cultures get this inherently – the land belongs to no one it belongs to God. Going back to that 

idea of stewardship as not just something individual but something collective, and I think that yes, it’s really 

important what we do individually for the earth but perhaps more importantly it’s about how we live           

collectively. We have responsibility as individuals to call the collective to account. Particularly in the church, 
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with that prophetic tradition that we have right there in our scriptures, and in our teaching about calling the      

community to account as well as calling ourselves to account.  

 

2.3 What does it mean to be created in the image of God?  

 

Phillip Aspinall: That question has exercised the minds of many people over many years.   

 

Gillian Moses: Being created in the image and likeness of God, I think is how it goes in Genesis, at least in the 

English translations.   

 

Phillip Aspinall: I think it’s to do with the capacity to love and being made to give and receive love. So being 

made in the image of God is to do with being made for relationship with God and with each other, and all 

that entails. In one of the Johannine epistles it says God is love (1 John 4: 8,16), I think we’re made to love 

God and to love one another and that’s why Christ came, to enable that to be realised.  

 

Gillian Moses: I think that’s such a gift, because if we begin from that idea that God is love, that God is in  

relationship, that God creates out of a sense of generosity and profligacy then that’s what we’re meant to be, 

we’re meant to be people who are constantly giving of ourselves, that we allow these things to pour out from 

ourselves, and what comes out is supposed to be love and care and compassion – all those wonderful things 

that we associate with God, including mercy. So being created in the image and likeness of God for me is 

about that, it’s about how we behave like God in the world.  

It also gives me the sense that when I look at someone else, I’m seeing something of God, I can learn     

something about God from interacting with other people and that’s pretty amazing too. It’s a challenge to 

love people because they teach me something about God. Rather than looking at them and saying, “oh no I 

don’t like that about you” or “that can’t be right” or “I don’t want to hang out with you.” How do I find the 

image of God in that person, how do I respond to that even if it challenges me or makes me feel                 

uncomfortable? So, what a great invitation it is to consider ourselves made in the image and likeness of God.  

 

Jazz Dow: It’s a big question and it’s hard to get my head around that because if that’s the case, then God is 

big, because we are different people. There are layers and layers of complexity, there’s chaos and all those 

beautiful things. Obviously, there’s an ethical element to that – to treat others as if they could be God. That 
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sense of God-ness in each of us so what is it about you that reflects God’s face to me? And how do I respond 

to that? Is it ok to make you “other”? To stand over here in my own created self and think that I’m somehow 

above you? Or in any way compare myself to you as if I was better. That is completely undone by the       

doctrine of being created in the image of God because we are always turned toward the other, God is turned 

toward us and showed us that in the incarnation and in becoming Christ and becoming human and relating 

with us, God showed that God’s heart is always turned toward the other.  

 

Penelope Jones: I think when we talk about being made in the image of God it’s really important to recognise 

that all of us are made in the image of God and every part of each one of us is made in the image of God. It’s 

very easy to think of God as some sort of scale of perfection and that perhaps only the perfect bits of us are in 

the image of God, where the reality is that we are all in the image of God and there is that of God in every 

part of us. That means that we need to value ourselves and we need to value other people with that recogni-

tion so when I look at another person, I’m looking at God. If we do that, we will treat one another better.   

I think the very early church teachers recognised that God became a human being in order that human beings 

may become like God. They were onto something. Jesus came amongst us as perhaps the best example of 

what it might be to be a human being and he did that by being totally Jesus. And so, for us to be like Jesus 

means that we have to be totally ourselves – that means I have to be the most Penny I can be in order to be 

the most like God, the most like Jesus.  

That’s a wonderful thing because it means there is a huge diversity of what it might be to be made in the     

image of God. I think we have assumed that somewhere there was a kind of perfect prototype, but no! Each 

and every human being – all our imperfection – remains in the image of God. Even if we look at the           

resurrected body of Jesus, we see in that body a woundedness…so it’s not about body beautiful, it’s about 

being authentically    ourselves, and from that place of authenticity, allow others to be themselves to the fullest 

extent they can.  

   

 

2.4 Why did God make mosquitoes and other bad stuff?  

  

Jazz Dow: We may have been created in the image of God but that doesn’t mean we have the mind of God 

so for me this question distracts a little. It ties into the question “Why do bad things happen to good people?”, 

“Why are there things that hurt people?” and I’m sure there are so many answers to these questions, that’s 

because they are hard questions. I wouldn’t say I have a neat answer to it.   
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Gillian Moses: How do we know what’s bad? How do we know what place all these things have in creation? 

It seems unlikely to us, but if there were no mosquitoes, what else would there be none of, it’s a reminder to us 

that we don’t know anything really, that we are only beginning to scrape the surface.  We know nothing. So,  

mosquitoes invite us to be humble actually and say, well maybe there is a really good reason for that, and I 

might not know what it is. I think many things invite us into humility, we’re not very comfortable with that, but 

that’s the whole point.  

 

Penelope Jones: Well I do sometimes in a jokey way, wonder about the flaws in creation. I have frequently 

complained to God about teeth, I mean they do seem to me to be a flaw in creation…they are trouble when 

you’re getting them, they are trouble when you’ve got them and they are trouble when they go wrong and fall 

out and why can’t we have a new set every few years like the sharks? But I am only joking. Even if you think 

about irritating things like mosquitoes:  I think about mosquitoes and I think…well you know there’s a good 

saying that says somebody that doesn’t value small things has obviously never been in bed with a mosquito. 

The small can actually produce extraordinary effects – for good or ill.  

And maybe the irritant that is a mosquito serves to remind us of that – that every smallest atom is of signifi-

cance and plays a part that we don’t necessarily know. My impression is that scientists are uncovering more 

and more extraordinary mysteries of our universe and discovering that things we thought were valueless have 

extraordinary value in creating medicine or providing a food source for some creature that we didn’t even 

know existed because our microscopes weren’t powerful enough. So, I don’t know if it’s for us to judge at this 

point what is useful and not useful, irritating or valuable in the creation that surrounds us. Everything has a part 

to play.  

 

Jazz Dow: I’m constantly confused by suffering and pain with a good, abundant, generous, loving God…but 

in no way would I see God’s intention to ever harm. As human beings we complicate things, we make things 

difficult – it’s the beauty and wonder of having a brain, such complex brains that have the ability to think and 

enquire but it also shows our limitedness – some things don’t have answers. Sitting with mystery is a gift, but 

it’s not easy.   
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You can find the videos of these sessions, along with reflection questions for individuals or 

groups at www.stfran.qld.edu.au under “SFC Short Courses—Faith Asking Questions”. 
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